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SLOPE RELIABILITY

SUMMARY

Analysis methods for slope stability are routinely applied by geotechnical engineers.
Slope designs, however, are usually based on a "safety factor" which does not account
for soil variability (soil variability is due to actual in-place conditions and not due to,
sampling procedures and/or testing methods). As a result, the true safety of a slope is
unknown.

A reliability approach, using probability calculations which account for the variability
in soil strength, is superior to the factor of safety approach. The method is based on
the point estimate method and allows engineers to calculate a probability of failure for
the slope. Knowing the probability of failure improves engineering judgement by
providing a rational basis for making a safe and economical slope desigu.

Examples show how soil variability affects slope reliability and how the method is ' -

. applied. The factor of safety is 1.30 in the first two examples. In the first example,.
;-. the soil deposits are unifonn and the probability of failure is acceptable; In the second=

exi[mple,thesoilshavemoresoi1strengthvariationandtheprobabilityoffai1ureis
higher than recommended.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical engineers routinely calculate a factor of safety (FS) to evaluate the
stability of earth slopes. The Simplified Bishop method (Wright, et aI, 1973) is a
popular basis for computer analysis programs. A minimum FS of 1.3 is commofly
considered as the design basis for most slopes. Failure is assumed to occur when the
FS is less than 1.0.

Because the FS analysis does not have a way to consider the variability of the soil
strength, the true safety of a slope is unknown. A reliability approach, where a
probability of failure is calculated, is a bdtter method for slopetesign because it
accounts for variabihty in soil strengths. Other factors, like an inadequate freld
investigation, missing a critical geologic detail (Christian, et, aI., L994) or progressive
slope failures (Chowdhury, R,. N., Sept. 1994) are not included in the method
described in this report.

The probability of slope failure method is based on the "Point Estimate Method"
(PEM) which was developed by Rosenblueth (1975 and 1981) and described by Harr
(1987). In the PEM method, a distribution of the variable must be found or assumed.
If a normal distribution is assumed, the problem is simplified. Details of the PEM
method and a discussion of other distributions are contained in a thesis by Garrett
(1989) and a paper by McGufff, Iori, Kyfor and Grivas (1981).

2 APPLICATION OF THE POINT ESTIMATE METHOD TO
SLOPE STABILITY

2.1 MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

To apply the PEM, the mean and standard deviation of the soil strength in each layer
must be found. Soil strength may be cohesion, C, and/or internal friction, Q. Betwcen
layers, strength parameters are considered independent. Within a soil layer, however,
the cohesion may be correlated to the internal friction.

- X.+X-+X-+...X
!{egl.y= ' u--J

n

E(x,-rf

(Eqn. 1)

(Eqn.2)Stmdsd Deviation, a = (n-r)

t
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where, x : the C or S values in the layer
n : the number of C or Q (tests performed) values in the

layer

2.2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

For a soil layer with C and 6, the correlation between C and Q, must be found.
Correlations vary with the type of strength test. For the consolidated undrained triaxial
test, Harr (1987) reports:a correlation, r, of about +0.25. A positive correlation
means the internal friction increases when the cohesion increases. The undrained
triaxial test is the best predictor for quick failures eaused by earthquakes or the sudden
drawdown of water at a levee or dam. Drained triaxial tests often have negative
correlations and are usually the best predictor of field performance. Wolff reported a

drained triaxial correlation of 4.47 (Harr, 1987). The correlation coefficient, r, is
calculated by the following:

Correlation Coeficient, r - ivD(c.0)-EcE0 (Eqn. 3)
!v l"[ff

where, N : the number of strength tests

2.3 HIGH AND LOW STRENGTH VALUES

Variation in C and Q is accounted for by adding or subtracting the standard deviation.
For example, a high cohesion, C +, is obtained by adding the standard deviation of the
cohesion to the mean. A low cohesion, C-, is the mean less the standard deviation. In
turn, S* and 0- is the mean internal friction * or - the standard deviation of internal
friction.

C*=e*ac
C--e-a"

where, e = meqt value of cohesion

(Eqn. ,la)

@qn. 4b)

Q* = i['* on

0--6-o+
(Eqn.5a)
@qn. 5b)

where, Q = mest value of internal friction

2.4 SLOPE SAFETY FACTORS

Safety Factors must be found for alt combinations of soil strength. The number of
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combinations is 2n, where n is the number of variables (soil strengths). A slope with
two layers, each layer with a C and Q, has 2a or 16 combinations of soil strength. The
set of safety factors reflects the variation of soil strength. The symbol FS + * * * is
used for a slope containing two soil layers with C* and Q* used for strength values in
both layers. FS-+ * * is the symbol for the FS when C- and Q* are used for the first
layer and C* and Q* are used for the second layer.

2.5 WEIGHING FUNCTIONS

Weighing functions must be applied to the FS's. The weighing functions are point
estimates, p, of the distribution of the FS's. The symbol p+ + * * is used for the
point applied to FS * + + + as described in section2.4. The sum of the p's is equal to
1.

2. 5 1 Indeoendent Lc,ters

For the case where each soil layer has only a C (a clay) or Q (a sand) the soil strengths
are not correlated. If normal distribution is assumed, the point estimates are:

P : l/2n (Eqn.6)

where, n : the number of variables (layers when each layer has
onlyaCor$.

The points for two soil layers with C or Q are:

p++:p+-:p-+-p-:1/4
For three soil layers with C or Q, the points are:

p+++ : P* f- : p+-+ : p-++ : p+--: p-+-: p--+ - p---: l/8

The points for four soil layers are:

p++ ** : p++ +- - p**-* : p*-*+ : P-* ** : p++--:
p+-+ : p--++ : p+---: p-+--: p--+-: p---+ : p-+ +- -
p+-+- : p---- : p-*-* : 1/16

2.52 Correlated l-qers

When a slope has a single layer with both C and 0 (two variables), the points are:

(Eqn.7a)p++ - p--: (1 + r)/4
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p*-:p-*:(1 -r)/4 (Eqn. 7b)

A slope that has two soil layers, each with C and Q (four variables), will have the
following points:

p++ ** : p-- - p++-- : p--++ : (l*r,*r)/16 (Eqn.8a)

p++ +- - p--+ : p+ *-* : p--+-: (l*rr-r)/16 (Eqn.8b)

p+-- : p-+ ** : p+-++ : p--+- : (l-rr*r)/16 (Eqn.8c)

p+-+- : p-*-* - p+-+ : p-+ +- - (1-rsr)/16 (Eqn.8d)

2.53 Mixed l-avers

For the case where there are two layers of soil, one layer contains either C or Q and the
other contains both C and 0, the points are:

p+++ : p+--: p---: p-++ : (1+12)18 @qn.9a)

p++- : p*-* : p--+ : p-+- : (1-r)/8 (Eqn.9b)

2.6 STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE FS'S

The expected value of the factor of safety, E[FS], and the expected value of the
squared FS's, must be found in order to calculate the standard deviation of the FS,
olFSl.

2.61 Two Variables

For a slope with two variables (either two layers with C or S, or one layer with C and

0):

EFSI : p+ +(F'S++) + p+-(FS+)
* p-*FS-+) + p-(FS--) (Eqn.10a)

EFsl : p++(FS+ +)2 + p+-@S+)2
+ p-+ FS-+)' + p-(FS-)2 (Eqn.10b)

@qn.11)oIFSJ: @[F*]-E[rSh''
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I

2.62 Three Variables

For a slope with three variables (either three layers with C or Q, or two layers; one
layer with C or Q, and one layer with C and Q):

E|PSI : p+ + + (FS+ + +) + p+ +-(FS+ +-)
+ p+-(FS+-) + p--(FS*)
+ p-+ (F^S-+) + p-++(FS--+)
+ p-+-(FS-+) + p+-+ (F,S+-+) @qn.l2a)

E,rsl : p+++(F,S+ ++)2 + p++-(FS++-)2
+ p+-@s+*)2 + p--(Fs--)'z
+ p-+ FS--+)' + p-+ + (FS-+ +)2
+ p-+-(FS-+)2 + p+-+(FS+-+)2 @qn.12b)

a[FS] : (E[FS] - ETPSF|S (Eqn.11)

2.63 Four or More Variables

For four or more variables, the expected FS, E[FS], is found by multiplying the points,
p, by their respective FS's and summing the products (see equations 10a and 12a).

The E[FS'?] is found by multiplying the points, p, by their respective squared FS's and
summing the products (see equations 10b and 12b).

The standard deviation is found from equation 11.

2.7 PROBABILITY OF FAILIJRE

For normal distribution, the standardized variable Z is:

where,

7 = (FS - E[FS])/o[FS] (Eqn. 13)

FS : the cutoffvalue to be evaluated (FS : 1)

E[FS] and o[FS] are found from sectior2.6.

Withz, the probability that the FS will be less than 1 can be found from the normal
distribution table in Appendix A.
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3 ACCEPTABLE FAILIIRE PROBABILITIES

In order to evaluate a design, the calculated probability of failure should be compared
to an acceptable probability. A table of acceptable failure probabilities was proposed
by Santamarina, et. al. (1992). A partial listing of the table is contained in Table 1.

TABLE 1. - Pro of Failure

4 EXAMPLES

4.1 CONVERSION FACTORS

SI to Enslish
1 m : 3.281ft.

;-'' 1 k}{/m2 : 20.885 1b/ft2

1 kl'{/m3 : 6.361lblff

English to SI
1ft=0.3048m
I Lbltr: 0.04788 ki-.[/m2.

1 lb/ft3 :0.1572 kN/m3

4.2 TWO LAYERS WITH EITHER C OR O

Two examples using the slope in Figure 1 will show how the method is applied. The
unit weight of both soil layers is 20 kN/m3

CONDITIONS P,

Unacceptable in most cases > 0.1

Temporary structures with low repair cost 0.1

Low consequences of failure repairs when time perrrits 0.02

Existing large cut on interstate highway 0.01

Acceptable in most cases except if lives may be lost 0.001

Acceptable for all slopes 0.0001

Unnecessarily low 0.00001
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10 m 10m

7m SAND

6m
CLAY

FIGIJRE 1

4.21 Examole l: Slooe with Uniform Soils

The internal friction, Q, and cohesion, C, from tests for the soil in Figure 1 are:

SAND
0'

33.5
36.5
35.5
34.5
35.1
34.9

mean 0 : 35"
o(0):1'

{* : 36'
0- :34"

CLAY
C (kN/m'z)

60
63
64
58
62.5

meanC :61.5 k}.[/m2
o (C) :2.45

C* : 63.95 kN/m2
C- : 59.05 lt{/m2

The mean (Eqn.1) and standard deviation (Eqn.2) are as follows: t

SAND CLAY

The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) used to determine slope
stability factors of safety are:
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The strength combinations for slope stability analysis are:

** SandQ
*- Sand Q

-* Sand Q

- Sand Q

: 36"
:36"
:34"
:34"

Clay C : 63.95 kN/m2
ClayC:59.05kN/m2
ClayC:63.95 kN/m2
ClayC:59.05kN/m2

The resulting factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 @ishop
Method) are:

++ FS
+- FS
-+ FS
-- FS

The weighing functions (Eqn. 6) for two soil types with 1 strength parameter per layer

p++ : p+- : p-+ : p-- :0.25

The expected FS (Eqn. 10a) is:

EIFSI : 0.25(1.350) + 0.2s(1.248) + 0.2s(1.348) +0 .zs(t.246)
: 1.298

The expected FS2 (Eqn. 10b) is:

EtFS'zl :0.25(t.350)2 + 0.25(1.248)2 + 0.25(1.348)2 + O.2s(1.24q2: 1.6874

The standard deviation of the FS's (Eqn. 11) is:

o [FS] : [(1.687) - (1.298)2)]5
: 0.051

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) is:

7: (l-t.298y0.051 : -5.84

For a FS : 1, where failure is assumed to occur, the probability of failure, P, , is
(Appendix A):

:
: 1.248
: 1.348

501,.3

246L

ls

Pf < 0.0000001
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4.22 Example 2: Slope with Variable Clqt

Strength test results for the soil in Figure L are as follows:

The mean (Eqn. 1) and standard deviation @qn. 2) are as follows:

** Sand6:
+- Sand Q :
-* Sand { :
-SandQ:

55
50
7t
82
53
58

Clav
meanC :61.5 l<I.[/m2

o (C) : L2.4 kI'[/m2

C+ : 73.9 kN/m2
C- : 49.1kN/m2

Clay C :73.9 kN/m2
Clay C : 49.1 kN/m2
Clay C :73.9 kN/m2
ClayC:49.1 kN/m2

Sand

0'

36.5
34
34.5
35.5
34.5

Sand

mean 0 : 35'
o(o)T1

Q* : 36'
0- :34"

Clav
C(kN/m)

The high and low strength values @qn. 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) used to determine slope
stability factors of safety are:

The strength combinations for slope stability analysis are:

30"
36"
34"
34"

The factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 @ishop Method) are:

++ FS : 1.556
+- FS : 1.M0
-+ FS : L.554
-- FS : 1.039

This probability of failure, according to Table L, is unnecessarily low.
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The expected FS (Eqn. 10a) is:

EIFSI :1.297

The standard deviation of the FS's (Eqn. 11) is

o [FS] :0.2578

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) and the probability of failure (Appendix A) are:

7: (l-1.297)10.2578 : -t.1637
Pr:0.125

This probability of failure, according to Table 1 is too high, even for temporary
structures with low repair costs.

4.23 Examole Comnarison

The probability that the slopes in the two examples would fail is greatly different; .[ess

than 0.00001% for the first example vs. 12.5% for the second example. This
difference is surprising because the geomefiry unit weight, and average strength of the
soil layers within the slopes are the same. The reason for the difference in probability
of failure is the variability in cohesion of the clay layer. In the uniform clay layer
(section 4.tL) the standard deviation of the cohesion is 2.45 kN/m2 or 4% of the
average cohesion. The variable clay layer (section 4.12) has a standard deviation of
12.4 kN/m2 or 20% of the average cohesion.

4.3 EXAMPLE 3: THREE LAYERS WT['H EITHER C OR o

The figure below is a slope on Interstate 40 near Morrilton, Arkansas. The slope has
been divided into 3 layers.

Layerl

Layer2

Layer3

FIGTJRE 2
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In this example, the only strength parameter in each layer is cohesion. From the
strength tests, the mean and standard deviation of each layer obtained from Eqn. 1

and 2 arc

The high and low values (Eqn. 4a and 4b) for cohesion in lb/ft2 are:

Laver 1

Cr* : 196
Cl -:164

Laver 2
C2+ :464
C2- :356

Laver 3

Cr* :738
C3- :462

The next step is putting together the strength combinations. In this case, since there
are 3 strength parameters, the are 23, or 8 strength combinations.

The strength combinations and factors of safety from the computer program
PCSTABL5 @ishop Method) for each combination are as follows:

The next step is the calculation of the expected FS (Eqn. 12a), expected value of the
squared FSrs @qn. Lzb), and standard deviation of the F'S's (Eqn. 11):

LAYER NO MEAN STRENGTH STANDARD DEVIATION

1 180 lb/ff t6 tb/tr

2 4t0 tbttr 54 tbttr

J 600 lb/ff 138 1b/ft2

COMBINATION c1 c2 c3 FS

+++ t96 464 738 r.466

++- 196 464 462 1.293

+-+ 196 356 738 1.145

-++ t64 464 738 1.452

+-- t96 356 462 1.131

-+- t64 464 462 t.285

--+ 164 356 t.t45

t64 356 462 1.131

738
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EIFSI : 1.256
EtFS'zl : 1.595
oIFSI :0.1326

Then the standardized variable (Eqn. 13) is found for a FS : 1

7: (l-1.256)10.1326 : 1.93

By using thtsZ and the probability chart in Appendix A, the probability of failure for
this slope is2.68%.

4.4 EXAMPLE 4: FOUR LAYERS WITH C OR o

The example for four layers of soil is taken from the thesis at the University of Arkansas
by Steven Garrett (1989). Figure 3 contains the geometry of the slope.

20FT 5FT 5FT 1O FT

1O FT LAYER 1

8FT

2FT

I.AYER 2

ISYER 3

18 FT
LAYER 4

FIGURE 3

In this example, the first and third layers are clay and the second and fourttr layers are
sand. From the strength tests, the mean (Eqn.l) and standard deviation @qn. 2) of
strengths are:

I
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LAYER MEAN STRENGTH
3s00lbltr
27"
2000 tbtftz
32"

STANDARD DEVIATION
200 tb/tr
50

3001b/ft2
2.5"

I
2
J

4

The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) are:

LAYER HIGH STRENGTH
t 3700 rb|tr
2 32"
3 23001b/ft2
4 34.5"

LOW STRENGTH
3300lb/ft,
22"
t700tbttr
29.5.

The strength combinations and factors of safety from the computer progfirm
PCSTABL5 @ishop Method) for each combination are:

COMBINATION q tbttr Qzo q 1ft,tff 01 " FS

++# 3700 32 2300 34.5 1.4024

+H- 3700 32 2300 29.5 t.1966

#-- 3700 32 1700 29.5 1.1428

a 3700 22 1700 29.5 r.1239

3300 22 1700 29.5 t.1235

-l- 3300 32 1700 29.5 7.1424

-#- 3300 32 2300 29.5 t.1966

-.# 3300 32 2300 34.5 1.4021

I 3300 22 29.s 1.1798

--# 3300 22 2300 34.5 1.3786

I 3300 22 1700 34.5 1.1798

-+-+ 3300 32 1700 34.5 1.3352

+-+- 3700 22 29.5 1.1798

+--+ 3700 22 1700 34.5 1.3130

+-# 3700 22 2300 34.5 1.3790

#-+ 3700 32 34.5 1.7356

I

2300

2300

1700
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The expected FS, expected value of the squared FS's, and standard deviation of the
X'S's are found per article2.63:

EIFSI : 1116 U.4024 + 1.1966 + 1.1428 + 1.1239 + 1.1235 + 1.1424 +
1.1966 + 1.402t + 1.1798 + 1.3786 + 1.3126 + 1.3352 +

1.1798 +1.3130 + 1.3790 + 1.33561
:1.2590

E[FS,] : Ut611.40242 + t.19662 + t.14282 + 1.12392 + t.t2352+ t.14242+
l.19662+ 1.40212 + l.l7gg2 + 1.37962 + t.31262 + 1.33522 +

1.17972 + 1.3 1302 + 7 379A2 + 1.335627
:1.5958

o[FS] : (l.s9s8 - 1.25902)'s
:0.1035

Then the standardized variable is found for a FS : I

z: (t.0 - 1.2590)10.1305
:2.50

Using the probability chart in Appendix A, the probability of failure is 0.62Yo.

4.5 EXAMPLE 5: ONE SOIL WITH TWO VARIABLES

This example is taken from a paper by Verduin and Lovell (1988). The embankment is
40 feet high and is built on a slope of two horizontal to one vertical @igure 4). The soil
has a unit weight of 140 lbltr.

I
80 FT

I

40 FT

FIGURE 4
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The mean and standard deviation of the soil strength are

The correlation coefficient (Eqn. 3) as determined from laboratory tests is +0.25.

The high and low strength values (Eqn 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) used to determine slope
stability factors of safety are:

c+ :200 + 80 : 2801b/tr
C- :200 - 80 : 120lb/ft2

q+ :25 + 2.5 :27 .5'
0- :25 -2.5 :22.5"

The slope factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 (Bishop Method)
are:

FS+r: 1.685
FS+- :1.454
FS-+ :1.373
FS-- :1.140

The weighing functions (Eqn. TaandTb) are:

p+r : p-- : 0.25(1+0.25) : 0.3125
p+- : p-+: 0.25O-A.25) :0.1875

The expected FS (Eqn. 10a), expected value of the squared FS's (Eqn.l0b), and
standard deviation of the FS's (Eqn. I l) are:

E[FS] :0.3125(r.685) + 0.187s(1.454) +
0. I 87s(1.373) + 0.312s(1. l40)

:1.413

ElFS,l :0.3125(1685)'z + 0.1875(1 .454)2 +
0.1875(1.373)2 + 0.3 t25(1.140)2

:2.043

o[FS] : (2.043 - (1.413F) 5

:0.216

The standardized variable @qn. 13) and probability of failure (Appendix A) are:

7: (1.0 - 1.413)10.216: -1.91
Pr:2.8Yo

mean C :2001b1ft2 o(C) : 80 lb/ff
mean 0:25" o(Q) : 2.5'
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4.6 TWO SOIL LAYERS WITH TWO VARIABLES EACH

F'IGURE 5

Unit Weight Layer 1 : 1101b/ft3

Uriit Weight Layer 2: lz}lblff

The mean (Eqn. 1) and standard deviation (Eqn. 2) of the soil strength are:

First Layer Second Laver
C ob/tr) O" C (b/ft) O"

200
180

210
230
160

3l
33

28
27
34

mean C: 196lblff
mean 0:30.6"

mean C: 1681b/ft2
mean Q:27 .6"

27
30
24
25
32

o(C): 27 Lb/tr
o(0):3.05'

o(C) = 58.9,b/ff
o(0): 3.36"

150
110
240
220
120

Layer I

Layer 2

40 FT 40 FT

25FT IAYER 1

20 FT LAYER 2

The correlation coefficients (Eqn. 3) are -0.964 for layer I and -0.927 forlayer2. . '

I

I I
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The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a,4b,5a, and 5b) are:

C,* : 223lbltr
C1- :169lblff
Crt:226.91b1ft2
C2- :109.1lblff

0r*: 33.65"

0r- :27.55"

0z*: 30.96"

Qz- :24.24"

The slope factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 (Bishop Method)
are:

FS++r+ :1.6235
FS+r+- : t.3798
FS++-- :1.2123
FS+--- : l.l7l4
FS---- : l.l4l3
FS--+ :1.3573
FS--++ :15226
FS-+++ :1.5897
FS-+-+ :1.4579
FS+-+- :1.3295
FS+--+ :1.3977
FS-r-r- :1.3527
FS+r-+ :1.4560
FS-+-:1.3014
FS+-++ :1.5595
FS-+--:1.1873

I

The weighing functions (Eqn. 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d) are:

pr-+r-+: p---- : p#-- : p--# = (l-0.964-0.927)116 : -0.05569'
p+++-: p---+: pr-r-* = p--+- : (l-0.964+0.927)/16:0.0602
p+--- : p-# : p*-# : p-+-- : (1+0.964 -0.927)l 16 : 0.0648
p+-+-: p-*--f : p*--*: p-#-: (1+0.964+0.927)116:0.1807

The expected FS, expected value of the squared FS's, and standard deviation of the
FSts are:

EIFSI : -0.05569(1.6235) + 0.0602(1 .333798) + -0.05569(t.2123)
+ 0.0648(1 .1714) + -0.0ss69(1.1413) + 0.0602(1.3s73)
+ -0.0s569(1.s226) + 0.0648(1.5897) + 0.1807(1.4s79)
+ 0.1807(r .3s27) + 0.1807(1 .3977) + 0.0602(1.4s60)
+ 0.0602(1.30r4) + 0.1807 (t.329s) + 0.0648(1.5s95)
+ 0.0648(1.1873)
: 1.3821
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E[FS,] : -0.05569(t.62352) + 0.0602(1 .3798) + -0.05569(r.2t232)
+ 0.0648(1 .1714) + -0.05569(t.t4t3) + 0.0602(l .3s732)
+ -0.05569(1.5226r) + 0.0648(1 .s897) + 0.1807(1 .45782)
+ 0.1807(1 .3s27) + 0.1807(1 .3977) + 0.0602(1 .4s602)
+ 0.0602(1 .3014) + 0.1807(1 .32952) + 0.0648(l .55952)
+ 0.0648(1 .18732)

: 1.9136

o[FS] : (1.9136 - 1.38212)5: 0.05798

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) is:

7: (1.0 _ 1.382y0.058
: -6.59

The probability of failure (Appendix A) is less than.003%.

5 ARKANSAS SITES

Two sites were selected by the Arkansas Highway and Transportation Deparhent for
possible application of the method to existing slopes. The sites were at Highway 67 at
State Highway 14 near Newport and I40 at mile 103.79 near Morrilton.

5.1 NEWPORT

The embankment at Newport was constructed on a 3 horizontal to 1 vertical slope
rising 28 feet. Two soil layers were contained in the slope. The first soil layer was a

fiU 28 feet in height. The second soil layer was the subsoil which was at ground level.
Soil characteristics for the layers are:

SOL 1

0'
SOIL 2
0'

Mean
Std. Deviation

0+
0-

37.9
2.84
40.74
35.06

30.5
r.26

31,.76

29.24

The resulting factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABIJ are:

FS+ + : 2.763
FS+- :2.658

I
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FS-+
FS--

:2.384
:2.315

The functions (Eqn. 6) for two soil types with 1 strength parameter per layer is

p++ : p+- : p-+ : p-- :0.25

The expected FS (Eqn.10a) is:

EIFSI :0.25(2.763) + 0.2s(2.6s8) + 0.2s(2.384) +0 .2s(2.31s)
:2.53

The expected FS2 (Eqn. 10b) is:

EtFS'zl :0.25(2.763)2 + 0.25(2.658)2 + O.25Q.384)2 + 0.25Q.3tr2
: 6.43

The standard deviation of the f,'Srs (Eqn. 11) is:

o [FS] : (6.34) - (2.sr1)s
:0.1859

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) is:

7: (L-2.53y0.1859 : -8.23

For a FS : 1, where failure is assumed to occur, the probability of failure, P, , is
(Appendix A):

Pf < 0.0002

This probability of failure, according to Table 1, is acceptable for this slope.

5.2 MORRILTON

The Morrilton site, based on the strength data supplied by the Arkansas Highway and
Transportation Department, had an expected FS of 3.58. Because the FS is so high,
the slope was not aru,lyzed for a probability of failure.

6 CONCLUSION

The reliability approach to slope stability is superior to the safety factor
approach because it accounts for variability in soil strength.

I
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APPENDIX A

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE AREAS
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SLOPE FAILI]RE DESIGN MAI\UAL

SUMMARY

Analysis methods for slope stability are routinely applied by geotechnical engineers.
Slope designs, however, are usually based on a "safety factor" which does not account
for soil variability (soil variability is due to actual irplace conditions and not due to
sampling procedures and/or testing methods). As a result, the ffue safety of a slope is
unknown.

A reliability approach, using probability calculations whiqh account for the variability
in soil strength, is superior to the factor of safety approach. The method is based on
the point estimate method and allows engineers to calculate a probability of failure for
the slope. Knowing the probability of failure improves engineering judgement by
providing a rational basis for making a safe and economical slope design.

Examples show how soil variability affects slope reliability and how the method is
applied. The factor of safety is 1.30 in the first two examples. In the first example,
the soil deposits are unifonn and the probability of failure is acceptable; In the second
example, the soils have more soil strength variation and the probability of failure is,.
higher than recommended.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Geotechnical engineers routinely calculate a factor of safety (FS) to evaluate the
stability of earth slopes. The Simplified Bishop method (Wright, et al, 1973) is a
popular basis for computer analysis programs. A minimum FS of 1.3 is commonly
considered as the design basis for most slopes. Failure is assumed to occur when the
FS is less than 1.0.

Because the FS analysis does not have a way to consider the variability of the soil
strength, the true safety of a slope is unknown. A reliability approach, where a
probability of failure is calculated, is a better method for slope design because it
accounts for variability in soil strengths.

The probability of slope failure method is based on the "Point Estimate Method'
(PEM) which was developed by Rosenblueth (L975 and 1981) and described by Harr
(1987). In the PEM method, a distribution of the variable must be found or assumed.
If a normal distribution is assumed, the problem is simplified. Details of the PEM
method and a discussion of other distributions are contained in a thesis by Garrett
(1989) and a paper by McGuffi, Iori, Kyfor and Grivas (1981).

2 APPLICATION OF THE POINT ESTIMATE METHOD TO
SLOPE STABILITY

2.1 MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

To apply the PEM, the mean and standard deviation of the soil strength in each layer
must be found. Soil strength may be cohesion, C, and/or internal friction, Q. Between
layers, strength parameters are considered independent. Within a soil layer, however,
the cohesion may be correlated to the internal friction.

- X-+X-+Xlt...XnMeut,x= ' '
n

E(x,-if

(Eqn. 1)

(Eqn.2)Stedmd Daidion, a = (n-1)

x : the C or S values in the layer
n : the number of C or g (tests performed) values jn the

layer

where,
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2.2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

For each soil layer with C and Q, the correlation must be found. Correlations are
dependent on the type of strengttr test. For the consolidated undrained triaxial test,
Harr (1987) reports a correlation, r, of about +0.25. A positive correlation means the
internal friction increases when the cohesion increases. The undrained triaxial test is
the best predictor for quick failures caused by earthquakes or the sudden drawdown of
water at a levee or dam. Drained triaxial tests have negative correlations and are
usually the best predictor of field performance. Wolff reported a drained triaxiat
correlation of -4.47 (Harr, 1987). The correlation coefficient, r, is calculated by the
following:

Correlatton Coeficient, r - (Eqn. 3)
l*[ff - €+rl

2.3 HIGH AND LOW STRENGTH VALUES

Variation in C and Q is accounted for by adding or subtracting the standard deviation.
For example, a high cohesion, C +, is obtained by adding the standard deviation of the
cohesion to the mean. A low cohesion, C-, is the mean less the standard d.eviation. In
turn, Q* and O- is the mean internal friction * or - the standard deviation of internal
friction.

2

where,

C* =( * o"
C--e-a"

e = mean value of coheston

S*=i[.on
0_=i0-_oo

Where, 0 = meqt value of intemal friction

(Eqn. 4a)
(Eqn.4b)

@qn. 5a)

@qn. 5b)

2.4 SLOPE SAFETY FACTORS

Safety Factors must be found for all combinations of soil strength. The number of
combinations is 2n, where n is the number of variables (soil strengths). A slope with
two layers, each layer with a C and 0, has 2a or L6 combinations of soil strength.- The
set of safety factors reflects the variation of soil strength. The symbol FS+ * * * is

NE(C. -EcE0

where, N : the number of strength tests
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used for a slope containing two soil layers with C+ and Q* used for strength values in
both layers. FS-+ * * is the symbol for the FS when C- and O+ are used for the flust
layer and C+ and Q* are used for the second layer.

2.5 WEIGHING FUNCTIONS

Weighing functions must be applied to the FS's. The weighing functions are point
estimates, p, of the distribution of the FS's. The symbol p+ + * * is used for the
point applied to FS+ + + + as described in section2.4. The sum of the p's is equal to
1.

2. 5 1 Indeoendent Lavers

For the case where each soil layer has only a C (a clay) or Q (a sand) the soil strengths
are not correlated. If normal distribution is assumed, the point estimates are:

P : I/2n (Eqn. 6)

where, n : the number of variables (layers when each layer has
onlyaCor$.

The points for two soil layers with C or Q are:

p++ : p+- : p-+ - p-- : 1/4

For three soil layers with C or Q, the points are:

p+++ : p+{-: P+-+ : p-++ : p+--: p-+-: p--+ - p---: 1/8

The points for four soil layers are:

p++ ** : p++{-: p*+-* - p+-++ : p-+ ** : p++--:
p+-+ : p--++ : p+---: p-+--: p--+-: p---+ : p-+{- :
p+-+- - p---- : p-*-* : 1/16

2.52 Correlated Lqers

When a slope has a single layer with both C and 0 (two variables), the points are:

(Eqn.7a)

(Eqn. 7b)p*-:p-*:(1 -r)/4

p++ - p--: (l + r)/4
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A slope that has two soil layers, each with C and Q (four variables), will have the
following points:

p++ ** : p---- - p++- : p--++ : (1*r,*r)/16 (Eqn.8a)

p++ +- - p--+ : p+ *-* : p-+-: (1*rr-r)/16 (Eqn.8b)

p+-- : p-+ ** : p+-++ : p--+- : (l-rr*r)/16 @qn.8c)

p+-+- : p-*-* : p*--* : p-+ +- - (1-r, r)/16 @qn.8d)

2.53 Mixed l-aners

For the case where there are two layers of soil, one layer contains either C or Q and the
oth€r contains both C and 0, the points are:

p+++ : p+--: p---: p-++ : (1*rr)18 (Eqn.9a)

p+ +- : p*-* : p--+ : p-+- : (1-rr)/8 (Eqn.9b)

2.6 STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE FS'S

The expected value of the factor of safety, E[FS], and the expected value of the
squared FS's, must be found in order to calculate the standard deviation of the FS,
olFSI.

2.61 Two Variables

For a slope with two variables (either two trayers with C or Q, or one layer with C and

0):

EFSI : p+ +(FS++) + p+-(FS+)
* p-*(FS-+) + p-(FS--) (Eqn.10a)

EF9l : p++(FS+ +)2 + p+-(FS+)2
+ p-+ FS-+)' + p-(FS--)2 @qn.10b)

@qn.11)a[FSl: @[r9] -E[Fsf1's
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2.62 Three Variables

For a slope with three variables (either three layers with C or Q, or two layers; one
layer with C or Q, and one layer with C and Q):

EFSI : p+ + + (FS+ + +) + p+ +-(FS+ +)
+ p+-(FS+--) + p--(FS--)
* p-*(FS--+) + p-*+(FS--+)
+ p-+-(FS-+) + p+-+ (FS+-+) @qn.12a)

EFsl : p+ + +(F,S+ ++)' * p*+-(FS++-)2
+ p+-(FS+-)2 + p--(FS---)2
+ p-* (FS--+)' + p-+ + (FS-+ +)2
+ p-+-(FS-+-)2 + p+-+@S+-+)2 @qn.12b)

aIFSJ: @[FgJ -E[rSh'' (Eqn.11)

2.63 Four or More Variables

For four or more variables, the expected FS, E[FS], is found by multiplying the points,
p, by their respective FS's and summing the products (see equations 10a and 12a).

The E[FS2] is found by multiplying the points, p, by their respective squared FS's and
summing the products (see equations 10b and 12b).

The standard deviation is found from equation 11.

2.7 PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

For normal distribution, the standardized variable Z is:

Z= (FS-E[FS])/otFSl (Eqn. 13)

where, FS : the cutoffvalue to be evaluated (FS : 1)

EIFS] and o[FS] are found from sectior2.6

Wlthz, the probability that the FS will be less thrn 1 can be found from the normal
distribution table in Appendix A.
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3 ACCEPTABLE FAILURE PROBABILITIES

In order to evaluate a design, the calculated probability of failure should be compared
to an acceptable probability. A table of acceptable failure probabilities was proposed
by Santamarina, et. al. (L992). A partial listing of the table is contained in Table 1.

TABLE 1 of Failure

4 EXAMPLES

4.1 CONVERSION FACTORS

SI to Enslish
1 m : 3.281ft.
1kN/m2 : 20.885 lb/ff
1 ktl/m3 : 6.36t lblff

English to SI
1ft:0.3048m
L lbltr = 0.04788 kN/m2
1 lb/ft3 : 0.1572 kN/m3

4.2 TWO LAYERS WITH EITHER C OR O

Two examples using the slope in Figure 1 will show how the method is applied. The
unit weight of both soil layers is 20 kN/m3

CONDITIONS Pf

Unacceptable in most cases > 0.1

Temporary structures with low repair cost 0.1

Low consequences of failure repairs when time permits 0.02

Existing large cut on interstate highway 0.01

Acceptable in most cases except if lives may be lost 0.001

Acceptable for all slopes 0.0001

Unnecessarily low 0.00001
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10 m 10m

7m SAND

6m
CLAY

FIGI.JRE 1

4.21 Examole 1: Slooe with Uniform Soils

The internal friction, Q, and cohesion, C, from tests for the soil in Figure 1 are:

SAND
0'

33.5
36.5
35.5
34.s
35.1
34.9

SAND

mean 0 : 35'
o(0):1"

Q* : 36"

0- :34"

CLAY
C (kN/m)

CLAY

meanC:61.5kN/m2
o (C) :2.45

C+ : 63.95 k}'{/m2
C- : 59.05 kI.I/m2

60
63
64
58
62.5

The mean (Eqn.1) and standard deviation (Eqn.2) are as follows:

The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) used to determine slope
stability factors of safety are:
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The strength combinations for slope stability analysis are:

** Sand Q :36",
*-SandQ :360
-+ Sand Q :34"
- Sand 0 :34"

CIay C : 63.95 kN/m2
ClayC:59.05kN/m2
ClayC:63.95 kN/m2
ClayC:59.05kN/m2

The resulting factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 @ishop
Method) are:

++ FS : 1.350
+- FS : L.248
-+ FS : 1.348
-- FS : t.246

The weighing functions @qn. 6) for two soil types with 1 strength parameter per layer
is:

p++ : p+- : p-+ - p- :0.25

The expected FS (Eqn. 10a) is:

EIFSI :0.25(1.350) + 0.2s(1.248) + 0.2s(t.348) +0 .2s(1.u6)
: 1.298

The expected FS2 (Eqn. 10b) is:

EtFS'zl : 0.25(1.350)2 + 0.25(1.248)2 + 0.25(1 .348)2 + 0.25(1 .246)2
: 1.6874

The standard deviation of the X'Srs (Eqn. 11) is:

o [FS] : [(1.687) - (1.298F)]5
: 0.051

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) is:

7: (l-1.298y0.051 : -5.84

For a FS : 1, where failure is assumed to occur, the probability of failure, P6 , is
(Appendix A):

Pf < 0.0000001
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This probability of failure, according to Table 1, is unnecessarily low.

4.22 Example 2: Slope with Variable Clqt

Strength test results for the soil in Figure 1 are as follows:

Sand

0'

36.5
34
34.5
35.5
34.5

Sand
mean 0 : 35"

o(0):1"

Q* : 36'
0- :34"

Clav
C(kN/m)

55
50
7L
82
53
58

The mean (Eqn. 1) and standard deviation (Eqn. 2) arc as follows:

The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) used to determine slope
stability factors of safety are:

Clay
meanC=61.5kN/m2

o (C) : 12.4 kN/m2

C+ : 73.9 kN/#
C- : 49.1kN/m2

Clay C :73.9 k}.[/m2
Clay C : 49.1kN/m2
Clay C :73.9 kN/m2
ClayC:49.lkN/m2

The strength combinations for slope stability analysis are:

The factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 @ishop Method) are

** FS:1
+-FS : I
-+FS :l
--FS : I

.556
.040
.554
.039

**Sand0:30"
*-SandQ :36"
-+ Sand Q :34"
- Sand Q :34"
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The expected FS (Eqn. 10a) is:

EIFSI : 1.297

The standard deviation of the FS's (Eqn. 11) is

o [FS] :0.2578

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) and the probability of failure (Appendix A) are:

(l-1.297)10.2578 : -1.1637
0.t25

This probability of failure, according to Table 1 is too high, even for temporary
structures with low repair costs.

4.23 Examole Comoarison

The probability that the slopes in the two examples would fail is greatly different; less
than 0.000A1% for the first example vs. 12.5% for the second example. This
difference is surprising because the geometry unit weight, and average strengttr of the
soil layers within the slopes are the sanne. The reason for the difference in probability
of failure is the variability in cohesion of the clay layer. In the uniform clay layer
(section 4.ll) the standard deviation of the cohesion is2.45 kN/m2 or 4% of the
average cohesion. The variable clay layer (section4.L2) has a standard deviation of
12.4 kN/m2 or 20% of the average cohesion.

4.3 EXAMPLE 3: THREE LAYERS WITH EITHER C OR o

The figure below is a slope on Interstate 40 near Morrilton, Arkansas. The slope has
been divided into 3 layers.

Layerl

layer2

Layer3

l-
p-

FIGIJRE 2
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In this example, the only strength parameter in each layer is cohesion. From the
strength tests, the mean and standard deviation of each layer obtained from Eqn. 1

and? are;

The high and low values (Eqn. 4a and 4b) for cohesion in lb/ft2 are:

Laver 1 Laver2 Laver 3

Cr* : 196

Cr-:t64
Cr* :464
C2- :356

C3+ : 738
C3- :462

The next step is putting together the strength combinations. In this case, since there
are 3 strength parameters, the are 23, or 8 strength combinations.

The strength combinations and factors of safety from tle computer program
PCSTABL5 @ishop Method) for each combination are as follows:

The next step is the calculation of the expected FS @qn. I2a), expected value of the

LAYER NO. MEAN STRENGTH STANDARD DEVIATION

1 180 lb/ff L6 tbttr

2 4L0 rbttr 54 tbttr

3 600 1b/ft2 138 1b/ft2

COMBINATION cl c2 c3 FS

+++ t96 464 738 1.466

++- t96 464 462 t.293

+-+ t96 356 738 1.L45

-++ r64 464 738 t.452

+-- 196 356 1.131

-+- 164 464 t.28s

--+ t64 356 738 t.t45

164 356 462 1.131

squared FS's (Eqn. 12b), and standard deviation of the FSrs (Eqn. 11):

462

462
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Z: (l-1.256y0.1326 : 1.93

By using this Z and the probability chart in Appendix A, the probability of failure for
this slope is 2.68%.

4.4 EXAMPLE 4: FOUR LAYERS WITH C OR o

The example for four layers of soil is taken from the thesis at the University of
Arkansas by Steven Garrett (1989). Figure 3 contains the geometry of the slope.

20 FT 5FT 1O FT

tO FT I.AYER 1

8FT

2FT

ISYER 2

LAYER 3

18 FT
LAYER 4

FIGTJRE 3

In this example, the first and third layers are clay and the second and fourth layers are

sand. From the strength tests, the mean (Eqn.l) and standard deviation (Eqn. 2) ot
strengths are:

EIFSI
ElFS2l
olFSl

.256

.595

.t326

:l
:l
:Q

Then the standardized variable (Eqn. 13) is found for a FS : 1

5FT
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LAYER MEAN STRENGTH
3500lb/ff
27"
200ftbttr
32'

HIGH STRENGTH
3700lbttr
32"
2300 rbttr
34.5"

STANDARD DEVIATION
200 rbtft2
50

300 lb/ff
2.5"

LOW STRENGTH
3300 lb/ft2
22"
t7{Jc_ tbttr
29.5"

1

2
3

4

The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a,4b,5a, and 5b) are:

LAYER
L

2

3

4

The strength combinations and factors of safety from the computer program
PCSTABL5 @ishop Method) for each combination are:

COMBINATION q ]fr,tff 02" q tbtff 04' FS

++++ 3700 32 2300 34.s 1.4024

+++- 3700 32 29.5 t.1966

+ +-- 3700 32 1700 29.5 t.1428

+--- 3700 22 1700 29.5 1.1239

3300 22 1700 29.5 L.t235

-+-- 3300 32 1700 29.5 1.1424

-+ +- 3300 32 2300 29.5 1.1966

-+++ 3300 32 2300 34.s 1.4021

--+- 3300 22 2300 29.5 1.1798.

-++ 3300 22 2300 34.5 t.3786

---+ 3300 22 1700 34.5 t.1798

-+-+ 3300 32 1700 34.5 r.3352

3700 22 2300 29.5 1.1798

+--+ 3700 22 1700 34.s 1.3130

+-+ + 3700 2300 34.5 r.3790

+ +-+ 3700 32 1700 34.5 1.3356

2300

+-+-

22
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The expected FS, expected value of the squared FS's, and standard deviation of the
FS's are found per article2.63:

EIFSI : 111611.4024 + 1.1966 + 1.1428 + 1.1239 + 1.1235 + 1.t424 +
t.1966 + 1,.4021 + 1.1798 + 1.3786 + t.3126 + 1.3352 +
1.1798 +1.3130 + 1.3790 + 1.33561

: 1.2590

Lll6 u.40242 + 1.t9662 + 1.t4282 + l.t23g2 + t.L2352 + 1.t4242+
1.t9662+ t.402t2 + 1..t7982 + 1.37862 + t.3L262 + 1..33522 +
1.L7972 + 1.31302 + 1..37902 + L.335627
1.5958

oIFSI : (1.59s8 -1.259G)s
:0.1035

Then the standardized variable is found for a FS : L.

7:(t.0-t.259qt4.1305
:2.50

4.5 EXAMPLE 5: ONE SOIL WITH TWO VARIABLES

This example is taken from a paper by Verduin and Lovell (1988). The embanlment is
40 feet high and is built on a slope of two horizontal to one vertical (Figure 4). The
soil has a unit weight of 140 1b/ft3.

80 FT

40 FT

ElFS2l

FIGURE 4

Using the probability chart in Appendix A, the probability of failure is 0.62%.
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The mean and standard deviation of the soil strength are:

mean C : 200lblff
mean 0 = 25"

o(C) : 80 lb/ft2
o(0) : 2.5"

C+ = 200 + 80 : 280 lb/ff
C- :200-80:L2}lblff

The correlation coefficient (Eqn. 3) as determined from laboratory tests is +O.25.

The high and low strength values (Eqn 4a, 4b, 5a, and 5b) used to determine slope
stability factors of safety are:

0*:25+2.5:27.5"
0- :25-2.5 :22.5"

The slope factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 @ishop Method)
are

FS++ : 1.685
FS+- : 1.454
FS-+ : 1.373
FS-- : 1.140

The weighing functions (Eqn. 7a ard 7b) are:

p++ : p-- = 0.25(L+0.25) :0.3125
p+- : p-+ :0.25(l-0.25) : 0.1875

The expected FS @qn. 10a), expected value of the squared FS's @qn.10b), and
standard deviation of the FS's (Eqn. 11) are:

ElFsl : 0.3125(1.68s) + 0.1875(1.4s4) +
0. 1875(1.373) + 0.312s(t.14JA)

: t.413

ElFS2l :0.3125(L68r2 + 0.1875(1.454)2 +
0. 1875(1.373)2 + 0.3125(t.t40)2

:2.043

olFSl : (2.M3 - (1.413F)j
:0.2t6

The standardized variable (Eqn. 13) and probability of failure (Appendix A) are:

7 : (1.0 - 1.413)10.216 : -1..91

Pr: 23%
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4.6 TWO SOL LAYERS WITH TWO VARIABLES EACH

40 FT 40 FT

25FT LAYER 1

20 FT
LAYER 2

FIGURE 5

Unit Weight l,ayer 1 : 110 lb/ft3
Unit Weight l-ayer 2 : 120lblff

The mean (Eqn. 1) and standard deviation (Eqn. 2) of the soil strength are:

First Laver Seeond Laver
c (lbift) o. c (lb/ft) o"

2W
180
210
230
160

240
220
120

mean C : l96lblff
mean 0 : 30.6'

meanC = 168 lb/ff
mean Q : 27.6'

27
30
24
25
32

o(C) : 27 lblft2
o(0) : 3.05'

o(C; : 58.9 1b/ft2
o(0) : 3-36"

150
110

l-ayer L

l-ayer 2

The correlation coefficients (Eqn. 3) are -0.964 for layer 1 and -0.927 for layer 2.

I IT

31

33
28
27
34
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The high and low strength values (Eqn. 4a, 4b,5a, and 5b) are

Cr* :2231b1tr
Cr- : 169lblff
Cz* : 226.9Lbltr
Cz- : 109.1lbltr

0r* : 33.65"

0r- : 27.55"
0z* :30.96'
Qz- -- 24.24"

The slope factors of safety from the computer program PCSTABL5 (Bishop Method)
ate

FS++++
FS+++-
FS+ +--
FS +---
FS----
FS---+
FS--+ +
FS-+ + +
FS-+-+
FS +- +-
FS +-- +
FS-+ +-
FS+ +-+
FS--+-
FS+-+ +
FS-+--

: 1.6235
: 1.3798
: 1.2123
: l.t7L4
: l.l4l3
: L.3573
: L.5226
: 1.5897
: L.4579
: 1.3295
: 1.3977
: L.3527
: L.4560
: 1.3014
:1.5595
: 1.1873

The weighing functions (Eqn. 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d) are:

p++** : p----: p++:: p--+a : (1-0.964-0.927)116 : -0.05569
p++{-: p--+ : p+*-* : p-+-: (1-0.964+0.927)116:0.0602
p+-- : p-+** : p+-++ : p-+-- : (1+0.964-0.927)116: 0.0648
p+-+- - p-+-+ - p+-+ : p-+{- : (1+0.964+0.927)116: 0.1807

The expected FS, expected value of the squared X'Srs, and standard deviation of the
FS's are:

ETFSI : -0. 05569 (1.623s) + 0.0602( 1.3337 9s) + -0. 05s69 (t.2t23)
+ 0.0648(L.t7L4) + -0.05569(1.1413) + 0.0602(1.3573)
+ -0.0s569(1.s226) + 0.0648(t.s897) + 0.1807(t.4s79)
+ 0.1807(1.3s27) + 0.1807(1.3977) + 0.0602(1.4560)
+ 0.0602(1.3014) + 0.1807 (t.329s) + 0.0648(1.s595)
+ 0.0648(1.1873)
: 1.3821
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ElFS'zl : -0.05569(r.623s) + 0.0602(t.3798) + -0.0s569(t.2123)
+ 0.0648(t.t7L4) + -0.05569(t.L4t3) + 0.0602(1.3s732)
+ -0.0s569(1.s226) + 0.0648(1.s8972) + 0.1807(1.4s782)
+ 0.1807(1.35272) + 0.1807(t.3977) + 0.0602(t.45602)
+ 0.0602(1 .30t42) + 0.1807(t.32952) + 0.0648(1.s595r)
+ 0.0648(1 .18732)
: 1.9136

oIFSI : (1.9136 - 1.38211'5 : 0.05798

The standardizsfl variable (Eqn. 13) is:

z:(t.0-1.382)/0.058
: -6.59

The probability of failure (Appendix A) is less than .003%

5 CONCLUSION

The reliability approach to slope stability is superior to the safety factor approach
because it accounts for variability in soil strength.
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APPENDIX A

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE AREAS

0

Z 0.00 0.0I 0.02 0.03 0.04 o.o5 0.06 o.o7 o.o8 o,o9

- 3.1

-3.0
-2.9
-2.8
-2.7
-2.6
-2.s
-2.4
-2.3
-2.2
-2.1
-2.0
- t.9
- 1.8

- 1.7

- 1.6

- t.5

- 1.4

- t.3
-t.2- t.t;1.0

-o.7
-0.6
-0.5
-o.4
-0.3
-0.2:0.1
-0.0

3.4
3.3
3.2

0.9
0.8

g.agt 0.9003 0.0001 ,g.qo03 a.0003 e.aql q.aqql o.ooo3 o.ooo3 o.ooo2q.aqI 0.0005 0.000! 9.oool 0.m04 q.qqg! q.@ o:oooa o:oooi 6:tiirig.qqg? 0.m07 0.000q 9.0006 0.0006 p.gg.og q.qgoq o.ooos o.odoi o:o6b;q.Af 9 q.@09 0.00q q.Aq2 q.qqgs q.Aqq q.q008 0:ooo8 o:oo6i 6:666i0.001 0.00t3 0.0013 0.00t2 0.0012 o.oor I o.ooii o:ooii o:ooio o.ooi6
q.qgtg g.gg!! o.oo!? g.oo!7 0.0016 p.ggr6 g.g_015 o.oors o.oot4 o.oor4q.A?q 9.0025 0.002! 9.0023 0.002, o_.qg_?? q.ooii o:ootr o:ooio oi6iig.Q!3I o.003.f 0.0033 9.0032 0.0o3r q.gqry g.oozl o:oori o:ooii oi6i;a.ggt? 0.@4i 0.0044 0.0043 0.0o4t g.Ang q:g-ol9 0:0058 o:ooii 6:d6t;0.0062 0.0060 0.00s9 0.0057 0.0055 o.oo54 oooiz o;oo5i o:qiii d:friI
g.Qq? q.agqg q.gg?q g.a?t g.oo73 Q.a?! g.ooqe 0.0068 0.0066 o.oo&s9.glg7 0.0t04 0.0t02 9.@2 Q.00e6 q.qo.l{ q.q09i oood, o.ooii 6:66ilg.9ll9 0.0136 o.0rr? q.q!2e 0.0125 g.gf ?? q:qti9 o:oiiir o:oiii 6:diidq.q!?2 0.0!24 0.0tzQ 9.9!66 0.0162 q.qllq q:qrla o;oiio o:oii6 d:diii0.0228 0.0222 0.02t7 0.02t2 0.0207 0.0202 o.oisz o.oiit o:oiiE 5:6iEi
q.q?qI q.q?ql 9.0274 0.0268 0.0262 0.0256 O.O25O 0.0244 o-o21e o or11
9.q1ry 9.03t2 0.0344 9.836 0.032, 0-.0_3.a2: o-.orl-4 o.'orrii o:di6i di6ig.q4q 0.0436 0.o4n g.o4!8 0.040e Q.g.4g! g.g1e2 0:0t84 0.03i3 6.6rei0.0548 0.0537 0.0s26 0.05t6 0.050s Q.q1?{ g.olqs o.o+is ood5 0:6i5i0.0668 0.0655 0.0643 0.0630 0.06rri 0.0606 o.ossa o:oiii o:oiii 6:6i5i
0.0808 o.o7e3 0.0778 g.g7_q g.g14e q.qzl{ g.g722 0.0?08 0.0694 0.068r9.99qq 9.0e1 0.0eJ! 0.991! o.0e0r q.gqqt 9.9qq9 o.ob5j o:66i8 6:6iiiq.!ltl 0.tt3t o.tIt2 0.t0e3. 0.r0zs Q.lqff g.lqll o:ioto o:iooi. d:oii3g.!!s? 0.t335 0;t3t! g.tpt o.t?t g.!4! g.!2io d.itio o:iiio d:ii;60.1587 0.1562 0.1539 0.t5t5 -0,t4e2 0.l,r6e 0.t446 0.i423 O:ii-oi 6:iiti
0.!84f 0.t8t4 0.1788 0.17c2 0.t736 0.!?!_! g.!.68t 0.t660 0.t635 o.t6r ro.?t!e 0.2@0 0.206! q.?qq 9.2005 0.\277 9.t2!2 o.iiii o:iiii o:iftt0.2420 0.2r8e 0.2358 9.2121 0.22e6 0.4@ 9146 0.i{oG oj,l7i diiii9.T1x o.z7@ . 0.2676 9.zS!, 9&0tt o.e?q o_Atlg o.ziic o2,iii 65i3i0.1085 0.30s0 0.3015 0.2e8t o,2s46 0,Dt2 0.2877 0.2sir o;dio 63iie
9.1416 0.3409 o.$Zz o.rrlc o.33oo o,32(A 0.3228 0.3t92 o-3rs6 o lrrr0.3r2r 0.378i 0.3245 9.1?92 9.366e 0.lgl? q.ll2! 0;ji5t d.iiid dfi6i0.1207 0.4t68 0,1t29 0.4090 0.4052 0.40t3 0.3974 0.iilc 0.38e7 0-:rnso0.4602 o.4s62 o.4szz 9.{1ql 9,4411 0.!lg4 q.4.lq! o.fizi o-.Z2f,b 67liio.500o 0.4160 0.4920 0.4880 0,48,t0 o.48ot o.476t o.cti-t o:,aai 6:ia;i

l


